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his departmental responsibilities are discussed; it is not, however,
always easy to say that an issue of policy may not affect departments
other than those directly concerned. A major decision on policy
may indirectly affect most aspects of government and in peace time
it was usual, up to 1939, to include in the Cabinet all the heads of
the major government departments. That this practice resulted in
unwieldy Cabinets is now generally agreed. From the start of the
Second World War the need for day-to-day decisions demanded a
smaller Cabinet. The size of the post-war Cabinet has fluctuated
between sixteen and twenty. The number of important departments
with Ministers in charge is about thirty. There has thus resulted a
division in classification of Ministers into Cabinet Ministers and
Ministers not in the Cabinet; but the line of division is flexible.1
A major problem of government is to secure co-ordination. Cabinet
Cabinet Committees and committees of senior officials of the de- Comrmttees-
partments are designed to secure this. Most problems concern more
than one department and should be presented to the Cabinet after
agreement has been reached or at least after differences have been
defined by the departments concerned. It is necessary to distinguish
between the Cabinet and its ministerial committees which settle
issues of policy, and committees of officials which co-ordinate and
advise. In theory an official committee advises; the Cabinet or a
ministerial committee decides; the department takes the necessary
action.) This does not mean that it is necessary that every question
on which a committee is asked to advise should go subsequently to
Ministers. Agreed recommendations may be implemented auto-
matically by the departments concerned on the responsibility and
authority of their respective Ministers—or, if the issue involved is
not a major one, without specific ministerial authority. Ministerial
committees perform a dual function: they dispose of business which
is not important enough to come before the full Cabinet; and they
focus the issues for decision if reference to the Cabinet is required.
A short account of the organisation of Cabinet committees is given
in the next Chapter.
The Cabinet Secretariat was created during the First World War The Cabinet
in 1917, "For the first time in the history of the Cabinet a Secretary Secretariat,
was present to record the proceedings and keep the minutes of the
Cabinet and of its numerous committees, and orderly methods based
on those developed by the Committee of Imperial Defence were
introduced, including agenda papers, the distribution (in advance of
the meetings) of relevant memoranda and other material, the rapid
communication of decisions to those who had*to act on them; and
the IguJjta&Tiip JQ,the Cabinet, not only of government departments,
but also of numerous committees combining a vast range of
1 Pp. 65-70, ante, for discussion of collective responsibility.

